


Inspiring HeartsEnriching Minds
Ithra is a creative and cultural destination 
aiming to ignite cultural curiosity, expand 
knowledge and inspire creativity through the 
power of ideas, imagination and innovation.

Ithra
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Abdullah  Al Rashid
Director, King Abdulaziz Center for
World Culture (Ithra)

As the cultural and creative sectors are accelerating 
continually, the King Abdulaziz Center for World 
Culture (Ithra) worked to contribute qualitatively to 
improve the sector and talents through presenting a 
host of initiatives to support skills and creation and 
showcasing of local and international content. Ithra 
has delivered new experiences to our audiences 
BOE�EJWFSTJmFE�UIF�SBOHF�PG�XIBU�XF�PGGFS�UP�UIF�
Kingdom and internationally. This is in spite of the 
continued impact of the COVID19- pandemic which 
lasted through much of 2021. The widespread 
take-up of effective vaccination means that the 
world is only now returning back to normal after the 
ravages of the disease, and there is a continued 
discussion over what we should understand by
the word “normal.”

Among the many prominent programs that Ithra 
introduced in 2021, a major conference was held on 
the mosque and its functions, design and elements. 
This brought scholars together from all over the 
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world to analyze and discuss aspects as varied 
as the social functions of the mosque, the design 
of prayer rugs and even how to secure mosque 
treasures from theft and damage. And in advance 
of schools returning to normal classroom education, 
XF�IFME�PVS�mSTU�-FBSOJOH�#FZPOE�DPOGFSFODF�
which sought to give educators and parents new 
insights into learning and children’s wellbeing. As 
well as events open to large audiences, we have 
sought to give intense training and mentoring to 
emerging creatives to help them turn their visions 
into marketable products. Our commitment to lifelong 
learning can be seen with Ithra Academy, where we 
PGGFS�USBJOJOH�BOE�VQTLJMMJOH�JO�mFMET�XIJDI�NJHIU
not be easily accessible through traditional 
avenues of education.

In addition, it is clear that the post-pandemic world 
contains its own challenges and dilemmas. Ithra 
introduced a new initiative, “Sync,” aimed at digital 
wellbeing and attempting to strike a healthy balance 
in the way we make use of digital media and devices. 
We believe that we have an obligation to be part of 
the solution as society – on a global level – attempts 
to make the best use of the positive elements of the 
digital world while minimizing the negative effects. 
We have further sought to establish Ithra as a center 
for scholarship and research.

The Kingdom as a whole is increasingly emphasizing 
the value of the cultural industries as ways of 
diversifying the economy and securing quality jobs 
for citizens. We are establishing our role as a regional 
leader in this regard by staging events which allow 
the Kingdom’s creatives to meet and exchange 

ideas and contacts, through co-productions which 
help build creative industries where Tanween 
Season is considered as the biggest creative event 
in the region; ready to compete on the world stage 
and by showcasing the best of up-and-coming 
regional talent. In addition, the Center is keen to 
enhance content, and support its productions 
through launching initiatives that contribute to 
improve individuals and companies like the content 
commissioning and “Creative Solutions” initiatives.
We continue to serve our audiences with events, 
large and small, from sell-out theater shows and 
concerts, through world-class original exhibitions, 
to book clubs and small-scale science or crafts 
workshops. We aim to have something for everyone, 
and serve all ages and tastes. 
 
In line with our mission, we continued to provide 
resources, experiences and an inspiration. We 
fueled the environment for curious learners, aspiring 
creatives and professionals to connect, create and 
innovate, as the new generation of gamechangers. 
Ithra is considered as a main pillar for the cultural and 
creative ecosystems in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Ithra is the beating heart of the Kingdom’s cultural 
and creative ecosystem — it is where imagination 
is powered, ideas are born, knowledge shared and 
culture celebrated. We collaborate with local and 
international entities and partners to develop creative 
potential and encourage cultural conversations in the 
Kingdom which allowed the Center to receive many 
local and international awards. As we see Ithra’s 
doors open and welcoming the public once again,
we look forward to new beginnings and continuing 
our mission to enrich and inspire.

A  message from the Director
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INSPIRATI  ON
Located in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, 
*UISB�GFBUVSFT�B�mWF�HBMMFSZ�NVTFVN�BO�
exhibition hall, a performing arts theater, 
an innovation lab, a cinema, a state-
PG�UIF�BSU�MJCSBSZ�BOE�UIF�mSTU�DIJMESFO�T�
museum in the nation. 

Ithra — from the Arabic word for 
“enrichment” — is a platform for art, 
creativity and culture. It is dedicated to 
education and innovation. 
It is Ithra’s mission to cultivate the 
creative economy; and it does so by 
supporting the work of individuals in 
visual, cinematic, media and 
performing arts — as well as design 
and entrepreneurship. 

The Ithra building is an architectural 
masterpiece resulting from an 
international competition won by
UIF�/PSXFHJBO�mSN�4O�IFUUB�

It features a unique skin made of 260 km 
of individually bent steel pipes designed 
to handle the stresses of its coastal 
desert site, most notably heat from the 
sun and wind-born sand. 

With the steel-pipe exterior set alongside 
the rammed earth walls of Ithra’s interior 
plaza, the building combines the 
world’s newest and oldest architectural 
technologies to create a model of 
sustainability that was awarded Gold 
LEED status — Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design, the leading 
HSFFO�DFSUJmDBUJPO���GPS�JUT�CVJMU�
environment. In 2018, Ithra was listed 
by Time magazine as one of “the 100 
greatest places in the world to visit.”

About Ithra | World of Inspiration
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For a 
Better 
Future

At Ithra, we envision a future in which Saudi 
Arabia is a beacon for knowledge and creativity. 
We aim to make a tangible and positive impact 
on human development by inspiring a passion 
for knowledge, creativity and cross-cultural 
engagement for the future of the Kingdom. 

We have brought some of the biggest names 
in world culture to our audiences. We have 
inspired through our events for young and old, 
and we are presenting new inventors with the 
tools and opportunities to tackle the challenges 
of the future. At Ithra, we believe in the gifts 
and passions that people are imbued with 
and it is our role to showcase and celebrate 
these talents. The Center hosts special events, 
ÀOP�SUHPLHUHV��H[KLELWLRQV��ZRUNVKRSV�DQG�
FRQIHUHQFHV��VROLGLI\LQJ�,WKUD·V�SRVLWLRQ�DV�DQ�
inspiring leader in the region.
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Provide new 
and engaging
platforms

Share
knowledge

Activate creativity

Skills to Succeed
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Skills to Succeed

Enhance
the Kingdom’s
global position

Encourage
cross-cultural
exchange on
a global level

Maximize
new sources 
of human 
energy 
and potential

Encourage 
curiosity 
and feed 
innovation

At Ithra, we believe in the need to collaborate and 
share knowledge, insights and methods in order 
to make the most progress. The challenges and 
complexities of the modern world are such that

no one can be an island any longer. We need to 
come together to collectively celebrate and empower
human development.



At Ithra, we envision a future
in which Saudi Arabia is a beacon
for knowledge and creativity.

Ithra aims to make a tangible and 
positive impact on human development 
by inspiring a passion for knowledge, 
creativity and cross-cultural engagement 
for the future.

Vision

Mission
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We at Ithra aim to make a lasting 
impact on our audiences and ensure 
that we are inclusive. Our programs 
range from the best of international 
culture to projects revitalizing areas 
that need reimagining and reinvented 
for the future. We equip our volunteers 
with the skills they need in the modern 
international – and sometimes virtual-
workplace. 

8F�DFOUFS�PVS�XPSL�BSPVOE�mWF�QJMMBST��
art, knowledge, creativity, community 
and culture.

Pillars 
& Priorities

Vission, Mission, Pillars & Priorities
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Ithra Components
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At the heart of Ithra are the people 
who make up our teams in programs, 
communications, administration, advisory, 
technical services and operations. 

We work together in the spirit of 
uncompromising professionalism to 
ensure the public experience of Ithra is 
GHÀQHG�E\�WKH�H[FHOOHQFH�RI�RXU�QLQH�
components and our programs.

Ithra Components
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Ithra  
Museum

Ithra Museum
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5IF�*UISB�.VTFVN�JT�IPNF�UP�mWF�HBMMFSJFT�
dedicated to provide a journey of discovery 
through time. The museum combines 
interactive exhibits, educated lectures 
and tours. Funoon Gallery focuses on 
international and Saudi contemporary art, 
the Ajyaal Gallery provides a voyage into 
Saudi’s heritage, Kunooz Gallery discovers 
the beauty of Islamic design and history, 
the Rehlaat Gallery explores the diverse 
natural ecosystem and history of the 
Arabian Peninsula, and the Archive Gallery, 
features highlights of Aramco history from 
the Archives.

Archive Gallery Rehlaat Gallery

Ajyal Gallery
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Ithra Museum

Rehlaat Gallery Kunooz Gallery

Funoon GalleryAjyal Gallery
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Ithra  
Idea Lab

Ithra Idea Lab
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Ithra Idea Lab

Ithra’s Idea Lab is a three-level innovation 
facility where aspiring creators, inventors and 
entrepreneurs can develop their ideas and 
transform them into prototypes and marketable 
products. It features a materials library, design 
exhibitions, 3D printers, meeting spaces and an 
amphitheater for presenting projects.
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Ithra  
Theater

Ithra Theater
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Ithra Theater

The 900-seat Ithra Theater is a world-class opera-
style stage venue that hosts a diverse program of 
Saudi and international productions, performances, 
ceremonies, conferences and talks.

Mummenschanz Ahmed Shaibah
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Ithra
Cinema

Ithra Cinema
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Ithra’s 300-seat cinema offers a screening venue 
catering to the interests of Ithra’s diverse audience 
with events to engage and inspire while functioning 
as a production platform, supporting the Kingdom’s 
CVSHFPOJOH�mMN�JOEVTUSZ�UBMFOU��.PWJFT�TVQQPSUFE�
by Ithra have been shown commercially and some 
have been bought up by the streaming service 
/FUnJY�UIVT�CVJMEJOH�UIF�,JOHEPN�T�mMN�CVTJOFTT�

*UISB�VOWFJMFE�UXP�OFX�mMNT�BU�UIF������$BOOFT�
Film Festival as part of its participation at the 

Saudi Pavilion, which was hosted by the Saudi Film 
Commission. Celebrated Egyptian screenwriter 
and producer Mohamed Hefzy introduced his Ithra-
DPNNJTTJPOFE�mMN�i4FB�PG�4BOETw�	XPSLJOH�UJUMF
�
alongside the unveiling of award-winning Saudi 
JOEFQFOEFOU�mMNNBLFS�,IBMJE�'BIBE�T�i7BMMFZ�3PBE�w�
The move is part of Ithra’s strategic commitment to 
nurture and develop talent across the Kingdom’s 
creative industries.

Ithra Cinema
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Ithra  
Great Hall

Ithra Great Hall
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Ithra’s 1,600 square meters Great Hall offers visitors 
a window to the world as it hosts traveling exhibitions, 
major events, conferences and installations designed 
to expand visitors’ worldview with cross-cultural 
displays covering the arts, sciences, history and more 
in an expansive and unique copper-lined space.

Ithra Great Hall
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Ithra  
Tower

Ithra  Tower
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Soaring 18 stories into the sky, Ithra Tower houses 
a wide range of educational facilities from senate-
style boardrooms and laboratories to multimedia and 
art studios. It hosts workshops in STEAM (science, 
technology, engineering, art and math), literature, 
media and creativity, offering skills-based programs 
for people across all age groups and interests.

Ithra Tower
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Ithra  
Energy Exhibit

Ithra Energy Exhibit
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Ithra Energy Exhibit

Ithra’s ever-popular Energy Exhibit explores a world 
of discoveries in energy science through interactive 
displays, advanced technologies and multimedia. 
Established in its original form as a traveling exhibit 
in the 1950s by Saudi Aramco, the Energy Exhibit 
mOBMMZ�GPVOE�B�QFSNBOFOU�IPNF�JO�JUT�DVSSFOU�MPDBUJPO�
in the late 1980s, when it was the only museum in 

the Eastern Province. It has evolved into a state-of-
the-art facility that offers an exciting and engaging 
educational journey designed to explore how natural 
resources and alternative forms of energy are 
IBSOFTTFE�TBGFMZ�BOE�FGmDJFOUMZ�
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Ithra  
Library

Ithra Library
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Ithra Library

*UISB�-JCSBSZ�JT�4BVEJ�"SBCJB�T�mSTU�EJHJUBMMZ�JOUFHSBUFE�
library. It is one of the largest public libraries in 
the region, with a collection of over 250,000 paper 
volumes in Arabic and English arranged across four 
nPPST��5IF�MJCSBSZ�BMTP�PGGFST�PWFS�1 million audio and 
e-books, with more resources to come. The library 
hosts book signings and special talks by prominent 
national and international guests, story times for 

children, literary competitions and oral history 
sessions.Ithra Library also runs the annual iRead 
OBUJPOBM�SFBEJOH�DPNQFUJUJPO�B�nBHTIJQ�*UISB�QSPHSBN�
that has drawn more than 80,000 participants from all 
educational levels since 2014.
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Ithra  
Children's Museum

Ithra Children's Museum
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Ithra Children's Museum

*UISB�T�$IJMESFO�T�.VTFVN�UIF�mSTU�PG�JUT�LJOE�JO�UIF�
Kingdom, is an immersive creative space that offers 
visitors up to age 12 exciting and interactive play-
based experiences. The Children’s Museum features 
a creativity-inspiring Story Cave, an introduction to 
the beauty and rich history of Islamic art through 
calligraphy, geometric patterns, painting and 
abstract imagery, an environmental Eco Lab where 

budding scientists can explore marine, physical and 
environmental science, the Our World themed area 
and a space in the mezzanine where children up 
UP�BHF�mWF�DBO�QMBZ�MFBSO�BOE�EJTDPWFS�BDSPTT�mWF�
themed zones.
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Throughout 2021, Ithra has been tirelessly striving 
to promote excellence across a host of areas in the 
arts, the sciences and the creative industries. We 
have reached out to schools, readers, designers, and 
UIFBUSJDBM�BOE�mMN�UBMFOU��"U�*UISB�XF�IBWF�TPNFUIJOH�
for everyone, whether it involves joining with others 
for a show or a workshop, or producing art or theater 
to be showcased here at Ithra. We ensure that people 
IBWF�UIF�PQQPSUVOJUJFT�UP�SFmOF�UIFJS�UBMFOUT�BOE�TLJMMT�
and discover what they are capable of. 
This brief selection displays just some of the 

highlights of 2021, and features everything from 
outside entertainment and science festivals to 
international art competitions and academic 
discussions. The continuing pandemic disruption 
meant that we had fewer large events than we at 
Ithra, but we humbly believe we offered something to 
inspire everyone. 

Ithra's Programs
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Creative
Solutions

Creative Solutions
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Creative Solutions

In February 2021�*UISB�MBVODIFE�JUT�mSTU�BOOVBM�
Creative Solutions program aimed at helping digital 
developers transform their ideas into reality. The 2021 
program focused on the theme of theme of “Digital 
Immersive Content Creation.” The aim of the initiative 
is to build an ecosystem of innovators supporting 
the growth of the creative economy in Saudi Arabia. 

From the applications which were received, 26 were 
chosen for several weeks of training, masterclasses 
BOE�OFUXPSLJOH��*O�"VHVTU�mWF�mOBM�QSPKFDUT�XFSF�
chosen and given cash and further mentoring to 
bring their projects to the stage where they could be 
made into marketable products.



Ithra 
Art Prize
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The 2021 winner of the Ithra Art Prize was Nadia 
Kaabi-Linke, a Tunisian-Ukrainian artist based in 
%HUOLQ��6KH�VWXGLHG�ÀQH�DUWV�LQ�7XQLV�DQG�KDV�D�3K'�
from the Sorbonne in Paris.  Her winning artwork, 
“EPluribus Unum – A Modern Fossil,” takes a 
UHÁHFWLYH�ORRN�DW�RQH�RI�WKH�HIIHFWV�RI�WKH�SDQGHPLF�²�
WKH�GHFOLQH�LQ�FRPPHUFLDO�DLU�WUDIÀF��$QG�ZKLFK�UDLVHV�
questions about how humanity is measuring progress 
and economic growth. 

7KLV�IRXUWK�\HDU�RI�WKH�,WKUD�$UW�3UL]H�ZDV�WKH�ÀUVW�WLPH�
the competition was opened to all artists from across 
the 22 Arab countries, whether citizen or resident.
The competition was held in conjunction with the 
$G�'LUL\DK�%LHQQDOH�)RXQGDWLRQ��7KH�SUL]H�IRU�WKH�
winner is a $100,000 commission to create a new 
artwork and each year the winning artwork becomes a 
permanent part of the Ithra art collection.

Ithra Art Prize
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Film Festival

July 2021 saw the seventh Saudi Film Festival take 
place in a hybrid form under the theme “Desert 
Cinema.” The festival offered programs for both 
mMNNBLFST�BOE�SFHVMBS�NPWJF�FOUIVTJBTUT�BT�QBSU�PG�
*UISB�T�NJTTJPO�UP�DPOUJOVF�FOSJDIJOH�UIF�MPDBM�mMN�
industry and cultural scene.

The winners of the Golden Palm prizes were “The 
Tambour of Retribution” directed by Ahmed Moussa, 
XIJDI�UPPL�UIF�UJUMF�PG�CFTU�OBSSBUJWF�mMN�BOE�i-JUUMF�
#JSEw�CZ�,IBMJE�'BIBE�XIJDI�UPPL�UIF�TIPSU�mMN�QSJ[F�
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Sync: 
Digital Wellbeing 
Program

Sync: Digital Wellbeing Program
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Sync: Digital Wellbeing Program

Ithra has taken a leading role in seeking to stop 
technology, especially social media, from damaging 
our mental and physical health. In September 
launched “Sync”:  a new digital wellbeing program 
aimed at promoting balanced use of technology and 

good digital habits. Sync hosts research and global 
surveys conducted with international partners, that 
give insight into the impact of digital addiction and 
investigate both causes and solutions.
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IRead

The reading initiative iRead launched its seventh year 
of programs in 2021. IRead 2021 contained a number 
of new features. In addition to the usual Reader of 
the Year awards for various age groups, the 2021 
initiative added a new Translation Ambassadors 
track intendedfor all translators in the Kingdom and a 
Reading Ambassador track for teachers. 



Learning
Beyond
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Learning Beyond

In September 2021�*UISB�IFME�JUT�mSTU�-FBSOJOH�
Beyond conference aimed at people interested 
in education, including lifelong learners, parents, 
teachers and curriculum designers. Learning Beyond 
offered 18 workshops, eight speeches by leading 
international and regional education experts, four 

book-signings and more. Learning Beyond brought 
some of the most visionary and insightful minds 
in education to the Kingdom to create learning 
structures to prepare our children for the 
challenges of the future.



Tanween
Creativity Season
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Tanween is Ithra’s annual creativity season. 
In 2021, the season focused on the theme of 
“Tools” and examined the role tools in shaping 
and fostering creativity. The sessions featured 
30�UBMLT�XJUI�IJHI�QSPmMF�TQFBLFST�BT�XFMM�BT�B�
live outdoor light painting show which involved 
more than 1,500 people and 300 drones.
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Tanween Creativity Season
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Alsharqiya
Gets Creative 

Alsharqiya Gets Creative
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Alsharqiya Gets Creative

thra staged the second Alsharqiya Gets Creative 
initiative from Oct. 31 until Nov. 13. The program 
took place in conjunction with the Tanween Creativity 
Season and aimed to help establish the Eastern 
Province as a key center for creativity in the Kingdom. 

The initiative offered a range of opportunities to 
explore innovative ideas and discover talents to 
BDIJFWF�TVTUBJOBCMF�EFWFMPQNFOU�JO�UIF�mFMET�PG�
thought, culture and creativity. 
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Conference

Islamic Art Conference
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Islamic Art Conference

In November Ithra partnered with the Abdullatif Al 
Fozan Award for Mosque Architecture to host an 
academic conference under the heading: “The 
Mosque: Innovation in Object, Form and Function.” 
The event explored how the unique history of 
mosques can be understood through their art. 
Presented in conjunction with Ithra’s “Shatr 
AlMasjid: The Art of Orientation” exhibition, the 

conference brought together architects, designers, 
archaeologists, artists, writers, historians and curators 
to explore innovative approaches towards the study 
of mosques through the presentation of original 
research and insight about mosque-related
cultural objects.
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F1 in Schools

Ithra is proudly sponsoring and supporting  the F1 
in Schools initiative: promoting science, innovation 
and creativity. F1 in Schools is a global educational 
program, aiming to raise awareness of STEM and 
Formula 1 among students worldwide. Students 
study, design and build models of F1 cars for the 
2022�mOBMF�JO�UIF�6,��5IF�'1 in Schools STEM 
Challenge aims to raise standards across schools, 
removing the attainment gap between advantaged 
and disadvantaged pupils and promoting student 

success and achievement in STEM related subjects 
and beyond. The challenge is for both boys and girls 
and also promotes teamwork and lateral thinking.  
In 2019, Saudi Aramco announced its plan to sponsor 
F1 in Schools as a title partner, by selecting Ithra 
UP�PSHBOJ[F�UIF�QSPHSBN�BU�,JOH�'BIE�6OJWFSTJUZ�PG�
Petroleum and Minerals.



SaudiNational Day
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Saudi National Day
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Saudi National Day

Ithra organized a series of activities for Saudi National 
Day. The events highlighted the diversity and variety 
of cultural expression across the Kingdom. Events 
included music, laser shows and traditional crafts.



Ithra'sCamps
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During 2021 Ithra brought back the physical versions 
of the highly popular children’s summer and winter 
camps, which involve a mix of fun learning activities. 
Topics for the camps included space, dinosaurs and 
life on earth. In 2020 the camps were held online.
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Ithra's Camps



Science Events
Ithra is committed to helping with the teaching of the 
STEM subjects of science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics. In 2021�*UISB�TUBHFE�JUT�mSTU�
PiCon event, which focuses on math and science. 
International Pi Day falls on March 14, (3/14 in the 
64�EBUF�OPUBUJPO�TZTUFN
�FWPLJOH�3.14 which is the 
value of the mathematical constant �, pronounced 
“pi,” to two decimal places. PiCon featured activities 
and sessions related to math and science. 

Knowledge 
Ithra Academy

Ithra Academy is one of Ithra’s newest initiatives 
and is designed to make lifelong learning a reality 
for everyone. Ithra Academy includes courses as 
diverse as animation and graphics, and novel-writing 
BOE�MJUFSBSZ�DSJUJDJTN��.BOZ�PG�UIF�DPVSTFT�MBTU�GPS�mWF�
days, but there is something at Ithra Academy
for everyone.
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Music & Events
Ithraeyat Magazine

The essence of Ithraeyat lies in its name, which is 
based on the plural form of the word “ithra” meaning 
“enrichment.” Ithraeyat magazine is a storehouse of 
unique, enriching cultural stories from the Kingdom 
and beyond. It is published in both English and 
Arabic, but It is unique in featuring specially written 
Arabic content tailored for the audience, rather 
than being translated from any other language. 
Its cover features exclusive debut art creations by 
groundbreaking Saudi artists, both established and 
emerging. Ithraeyat is digital in format with special 
printed issues. 

Culture
Music

As lockdown regulations have eased, Ithra has 
begun staging live music events again. This year saw 
concerts with Naseer Shamma and Ahmed Alshaiba, 
both acclaimed oud players, as well as musical 
performances of traditional repertoires linked to the 
traditions of “Al-Mikhlaf” a time when the people of 
the cities and villages used to leave their homes in 
spring to guide camels and which developed a music 
and folklore culture of its own.
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Events

Live theater events have very slowly returned to the 
stage at Ithra, in common with many similar theaters 
worldwide. In November, Ithra staged the Swiss mime 
ensemble Mummenschanz with their show “you&me.” 
As the world returns to normal after the pandemic the 
hope is that more live stage shows will follow. 
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Getting it      



Getting it       Done.



Our Team
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Like many elements of Saudi Aramco, Ithra’s team 
includes people from all over the world. We currently 
have 22 nationalities represented among our 
team, which includes over 1,000 persons between 
contractors and people employed through Aramco.

Ithra’s team contains a variety of professionals whose 
skilled are especially relevant to Ithra, including 
educationalists, experts in literature, conservation 
experts, theater managers, sound and vision 
professionals and museum curators.

Our Team
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Our Social Role
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Volunteering and social impact are vital parts of the 
mission of Ithra. Through our volunteering programs, 
young Saudis gain vital experience and skills which 
lead them to jobs in the growing Saudi cultural sector.  
Our volunteers have a central role in achieving 
sustainable development and they are the mainstay 
RI�WKH�QDWLRQ·V�IXWXUH��:H�UDLVH�DZDUHQHVV�DPRQJ�
our youth of the importance of volunteering and 
GHPRQVWUDWH�LWV�JUHDW�EHQHÀWV�WR�WKH�LQGLYLGXDO�
and society, 

)RU�:RUOG�(QYLURQPHQW�'D\�,WKUD�YROXQWHHUV�OHG�D�
clean up event in highlighting the importance of 
and spreading environmental awareness among the 
community. Over 90 volunteers between the ages of 

10 and 20 years old participated, recovering 200 trash 
bags segregated into cans, papers, plastic bags and 
bottles. 

In addition to volunteerism, in 2021 Ithra worked on 
youth centers in the Asir region of the Kingdom and 
XVHG�6DXGL�1DWLRQDO�'D\�WR�ERRVW�WKH�SURÀOH�RI�6DXGL�
coffee producers.

Social Role | Volunteerism
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The Building

The year that we opened, we were honored and 
humbled by the fact that Time magazine named
Ithra on its 2018 list of the 100 greatest places to 
visit in the world.

Ithra is architecturally unique. A global landmark, 
the building’s steel pipe skin differentiates it from 
any other building. It combines this newest building 
technology with one of the oldest – rammed earth,
a combination of uncemented dirt, gravel and 
clay that is watered and then compressed into 
a structural form. 

Rammed earth has excellent insulation, humidity-
control and acoustic qualities. Ithra’s rammed earth 
elements proudly feature earth from around the 
Kingdom, and the use of local materials is a critical 
TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ�FMFNFOU�GPS�-&&%�DFSUJmDBUJPO��

*UISB�T�CVJMU�FOWJSPONFOU�JT�(PME�-&&%�DFSUJmFE��
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
	-&&%
�JT�UIF�HMPCBMMZ�SFDPHOJ[FE�64�(SFFO�#VJMEJOH�
$PVODJM�TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ�DFSUJmDBUJPO�UIBU�VTFT�SBUJOH�
systems for every phase of making and using 
a building – the design, construction, operation 
and maintenance. 

9FSJTDBQJOH�JT�BO�FYUSFNFMZ�FGmDJFOU�MBOETDBQJOH�
technique. It is a key feature of Ithra’s 
sustainable design.  

*UISB�T�DBNQVT�GFBUVSFT�MPDBM�nPSB�JO�BSJE�CFET�OFYU�
to imported species from Australia and Arizona, all 
chosen for their ability to thrive in the desert.  

Ithra earned the American Concrete Institute’s
highest award – Excellence – in concrete construction 
in 2019. 

*UISB�JT�DPODFQUVBMJ[FE�BT�B�DPMMFDUJPO�PG�mWF�TUPOFT�
symbolizing unity. The ground level stands for the 
present, below is the past, and the upper elements 
represent the future.  

Ithra is wrapped in 93,403 steel tubes totaling more 
than 360km in combined length. The tubes are just 
over 75mm in diameter and made of 2mm-thick 
Duplex 2205, one of the hardest types of stainless 
TUFFM��5IJT�TUFFM�QJQF�TLJO�DSFBUFT�B�OBUVSBM�BJS�nPX�
that removes solar heat gain.  

The mashrabiya is a centuries-old cooling system 
from the region. It is easily recognized throughout 
the Middle East as the cantilevered wooden screen 
window system that juts out from traditional buildings, 
allowing for cool air to enter and warm air to escape.  

The mashrabiya is celebrated in Ithra’s design by 
the geometrical support screens that surround 
the covered walkway around the building and the 
perforated steel gates in the Plaza. 
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Ithra commissioned and published three reports 
which analyzed the development of the cultural 
and creative industries in the Saudi, regional and 
JOREDO�FRQWH[W�

The three reports were: ”Culture in the 21st 
Century“, ”Charting the transformation of the 
Saudi cultural and creative industry“ and ”How 
COVID19- is impacting the cultural and 
creative industry“.

7KH�DQDO\VLV�H[DPLQHG�WKHPH�VSHFLÀF�WUHQGV�
related to cultural demand and consumer 
preferences across the MENA region, with history 
and heritage emerging as the most popular, 
IROORZHG�E\�ÀOP�DQG�WHOHYLVLRQ��7KH�UHSRUWV�FDOOHG�
on policymakers and service providers to focus 
on making cultural participation more inclusive by 
addressing information barriers and supporting 
the participation of low-income groups. 

Leading Analysis
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1,537,310+ 500,000+

363,750,000 7,000+

270 130,163 

98 4,146

Social Media Followers Ithra Visitors

Social Media 
Engagement 

Programs

Films and Movies 
Produced Volunteering Hours

VIP Visits Volunteers

Numbers
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Awards

MarCom Awards
Ithra received three prestigious communications 
accolades from MarCom, one of the largest and 
most respected creative competitions in the world. 
MarCom Awards honor excellence in marketing 
and communication. The competition, which had 
over 6,000 entries submitted from across the world, 
saw Ithra achieve platinum in the Digital Team 
Achievement and Pro Bono categories, and gold
in the Social Content category for its efforts in 
World Book Day.

Cultural Institutes Award
The Saudi Ministry of Culture awarded the Ithra King 
Abdulaziz Center for World Culture the 2021 Cultural 
Institutes Award. The award aims to promote cultural 
JOTUJUVUJPOT�CPUI�JO�UIF�QSJWBUF�BOE�OPU�GPS�QSPmU�
sectors, and to recognize them based on their role 
in serving the cultural sector in the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia. 

National Award for Voluntary Work
*UISB�IBT�SFDFJWFE�UIF�mSTU�QSJ[F�JO�UIF�DBUFHPSZ�
of National Award for Supporting Volunteerism in 
the Private Sector by the Ministry of Labor and 
4PDJBM�%FWFMPQNFOU��*UISB�DBNF�mSTU�PG�UIF�100 
organizations which submitted applications for the 
award. The award was announced on December 5, 
2021: International Volunteer Day. 

Mowaamah
The Ministry of Human Resources and Social 
Development awarded the King Abdulaziz Center 
GPS�8PSME�$VMUVSF�B�HPME�.PXBBNBI�DFSUJmDBUJPO�GPS�
the accessible environment Ithra provides to support 
people with disability. This recognized Ithra’s efforts 
in providing services and events for people with 
disability, including Braille, audio tours and Arabic 
Sign Language provision. 

Accreditation of National 
9ROXQWHHULQJ�6WDQGDUG��('$0$�
*UISB�IBT�CFFO�BDDSFEJUFE�BOE�DFSUJmFE�CZ�UIF�
Ministry of Labor and Social Development to develop 
and manage professional volunteering programs and 
TFSWJDFT��*UISB�GVMmMMFE�BMM�&EBNB�TUBOEBSET�
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���$O�'LUL\DK�%LHQQLDOH
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���6$8',$�$LUOLQHV�
���0LQLVWU\�RI�&XOWXUH��<HDU�RI�$UDELF�&DOOLJUDSK\�
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